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New Camera Mimics Design of Human Eye
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A camera based on the biological design of the human eye has been developed by researchers at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign and Northwestern University. Prof. John Rogers said his team has overcome the challenge of
placing sensors in elastic material without breaking electronic connections.
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Researchers at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and Northwestern University have announced
the development of a camera based on the biological design
of the human eye. While it won't make a 10-megapixel
digital camera obsolete, it may be a huge breakthrough in
bioengineering.
U of I Prof. John Rogers, the team's head researcher, said,
"This approach allows us to put electronics in places where
we couldn't before." Researchers at Northwestern University
and other academic institutions helped in the design and
fabrication processes.
Artificial Sight
The development could herald an era of artificial sight.
Current optical technology relies on rigid-surface, fixed
electronics. While this is more than serviceable in a camera,
human eyes must pivot, scan and collect a wide view of
information with a flexible retina.
Such a natural design requires flexible components and
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nonrigid properties previously impossible to engineer. The
challenge for researchers hinged on embedding light and
image sensors in elastic material without breaking
electronic connections or distorting images. It appears the
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discovery by Rogers and his team has succeeded.
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To implant the electronics, the researchers first developed a
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rubber membrane in the hemispheric shape of an eye. The
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membrane was then stretched to form a drumhead. A
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prefabricated array of sensors embedded in silicon was then
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transferred using planar processing -- much like current
chip manufacturing. When the membrane comes off the
drumhead, it returns to its original shape and compresses
the embedded focal array.
The key point is that specially designed interconnects
delaminate from the membrane yet maintain contact with
detector pixels. The array is then transfer-printed to a glass
substrate identical to the original shape. The artificial retina
is then attached to an external connection and a lens is set
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into the assembly.
Resolution Factor
The result is the world's first imaging
device modeled on
the eye. The resolution of the device is just 256 pixels -but according to Rogers, this is not as low as it may sound.
"By using biologically inspired imaging modes, in which the
electronic eye rotates through small angles and the
computer synthesizes a sequence of images, we achieve
much higher levels of effective resolution," he said. "The
small number of pixels is limited only by our university
clean-room fabrication facilities. Theoretical analysis by our
collaborators at Northwestern confirm the compatibility of
the basic approaches with much higher numbers of detector
pixels."
The implications for research into retina replacement are
huge. The U of I device is based on a natural eye design,
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including the focal point of the lens. "Hemispherical detector
arrays are also much better suited for use as retinal
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implants than flat detectors," Rogers said. "The ability to
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wrap high-quality silicon devices onto complex surfaces and
biological tissues adds very interesting and powerful
capabilities to electronic and optoelectronic device design."
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Asked if the work is directly applicable to biomedical
research, Rogers said, "In our present fabrication sequence,
the thin elastomer drumhead is used only as an element to
accomplish the planar-to-hemispherical geometry
transformation. The final substrate is glass. One could,
conceivably, use the elastomer itself as the substrate. Such
an approach would, clearly, enhance the biocompatibility by
matching the mechanical properties of the artificial retina to
the actual retina. That's a concept for future work.
The ability to hook into human tissue -- the brain, for
example -- is a great leap forward in complexity. Just a few
years ago, naysayers were still arguing that an artificial
camera based on the eye's design was too difficult to build.

Network Security Spotlight
Judge Refuses to Lift Gag Order on MIT Students
A federal judge has refused to lift the gag order imposed on three students
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology barring them from
disseminating information about security flaws.

U.S. Not Ready for Georgia-Style Computer Attacks
While Internet attacks continue in Georgia, security experts say the U.S. is
not prepared for similar attacks that could steal confidential data and wreak
havoc on U.S. computer systems.

Kill Bits for Aurigma, HP Support in Microsoft Patches
For all talk the about the recent mammoth Patch Tuesday, there was little
discussion surrounding a new set of ActiveX kill bits for Aurigma Image
Uploader and HP Instant Support.
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Enterprise Hardware Spotlight
New Intel Motherboard Wakes Up Tech Industry
In a move to reduce consumer energy consumption, a handful of high-tech
companies are revealing plans to support a new wake-up capability Intel is
adding to some of its motherboard products.

A Second Life for Networking Hardware
The rapid obsolescence of network equipment is the biggest contributor to
the growing supply of electronic waste, as customers buy new equipment to
take advantage of the latest innovations.

Dell Gives Latitude Laptop Line New Attitude
Dell has announced a refresh of its popular Latitude notebook line,
including options for customization as well as the ability to check your email without completely booting up the machine.

Mobile Enterprise Spotlight
Palm Treo Pro Details Leaked on Web Site
Yet another vendor has fallen prey to "premature launch syndrome."
Someone at Palm uploaded a text and visual presentation of the Treo Pro
to the Palm Web site, and it sure didn't escape notice.

E-Mail Used To Help Iraq Doctors Treat Patients
The Swinfen Charitable Trust -- a British charity that links up doctors in
wartorn or impoverished nations with Western specialists through the
Internet -- is helping doctors save lives in Iraq.

Stix Takes a Stab at Motion-Controlled PC Games
Looking at its size, shape, wrist strap and look, it's easy to compare the Stix
with the Wiimote, the wireless controller for the popular Nintendo gaming
console. Except the Stix is for your PC.
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